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While there are individuals who actually embrace growing older (although we confess never to know any) most make an
effort to deny it.. "It was more comfortable obtaining a laugh and telling people I was filthy than having to say the term
fffiffffty," she writes. In her hysterically dead-on book I Still OWN IT.near-sighted insights..I SIMPLY Can't Remember
Where I Put It, she relates her absurd adventures as a woman of a particular age navigating the strange and terrifyingly
funny world of "."In chapters such as "Artificially Hip"; When she reached 50, she couldn't even bear to admit it: "Sexy
deadpan is normally comedian Rita Rudner's trademark design, never even more in evidence than in We Still Have It .;
"." I SIMPLY Can't Remember Where I Put It .The Advantage of Vintage,"— So put on your bifocals and prepare yourself
to laugh.O, The Oprah Magazinet blame Rita if your laugh lines become visibly deeper..Older Than Springtime, Younger
Than Angela Lansbury"I Won't Blog, Don't Ask Me personally" " and " Rita Rudner is certainly no exception.. Pure
vaudeville, a kick at any age group.; Rudner tackles body issues, style, and technology, and looks at the wonders and
surprises of life on the dark part of 50. Just don’
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Funny, and worth reading This book isn't as consistently funny as "Naked Beneath My Clothes"; maybe fifty-something
authors (and readers) are at night joke-a-minute stage of life. If you have enjoyed her prior function, you'll enjoy this
reserve. But you'll certainly get some good laughs, and learn more about the author in the process. The tone is similar to
the tone of her two novels, with some great jokes, some amusing tales, and some reflective passages. I'd state it's
funnier than "Tickled Pink", however, not as funny as "Turning the Tables". But it's not a novel, so it is much more about
Rita. And that's not a bad thing.. Rita Rudner Rocks! This book gives you some funny pictures of her normal life as she
sees it. No Bad words from a good comedian I really like this comedian. She actually is really funny and never uses the
dirty phrases that a lot of comedians feel they own it for people to like them. Lots of humor. Old but wiser. Not one of
my favorites compiled by Rita, but still a worthy read. Funny if your over 50 You will enjoy this CD.net A worthy read
Funny and witty as typical. Excellent purchase! Enjoy the book of 1 liners from a very funny woman...great humor. I love
Rita. I believe she has aged well, as has her humor. It really is funny, witty, and makes you laugh out noisy.she is so
funny. I know living with her should be a real trip. I desire she wrote a reserve a day. I'd listen to Rita Rudner read the
phone book...even more of a book on observations when compared to a story type reserve, but that is a keeper. You will
love it!I enjoyed this on my Kimble.Kenlou769@comcast. A light, humorous read from a funny lady Rita is right, she does
still own it and I know where she place it - in this publication!. Rita Rudner never does not make you laugh and she
actually is amazing at tying all her jokes jointly.. Funny and a good read She cracks me up Funny good read I enjoyed
this. Five Stars Rita Rudner is indeed funny.! Good read. I enjoyed this. My favorite comedienne without close seconds.
Good increase your collection Typical Rita. Really worth a browse! Her humor might not tickle everyone but it does me.
Item delivered on time, Item delivered promptly, was as described
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